
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Ostenvoche· 

OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

OSTEREIER/ EASTER EGGS 
EASTER EGG HUNT 

Easter mail, magic water and hunting for Easter eggs, Goethe-style 

Going/ or the Goethe: Children lookingfor Easter eggs in 
Weimar. 

In most German families the Easter bunny and Easter eggs are an integral part of the celebration of 
Easter. The bunny traditionally hides the eggs in the garden and the children swarm out to find 
them. There are a few rare regional variations though, for example an egg-rolling custom called 
Eier trullen in northern Germany, the search for Easter water or looking for eggs in a manner 
known to Goethe. 

In the northern region of East Freesia the Easter eggs are rolled or thrown from hills and the slopes 
of dykes, or else knocked together. The low German term for the pastime is Eier trullen. Children 
love to compete against each other, letting their eggs run down sandy hillocks - the winner is the 
one whose egg arrives at the bottom in one piece. 

In Weimar a local custom harks back to the writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, who lived in this 
picturesque town for decades, until his death in 1832. Once a year on Green Thursday (the 
Thursday before Easter) he would invite children into his garden where he had hidden eggs for 
them to find. Weimar maintains the tradition to this day and invites youngsters to "Search for the 
Easter eggs" in the park on the river Ilm where Goethe's residence stilJ stands. 

The town of Ostereistedt, literally "Easter egg town", in the northern state of Lower Saxony has 
made a tradition out of its name: Legend has it that an Easter bunny called "Hanni Hase" lives here. 
Thousands of children write letters to him with their wishes very year. The replies are dealt with by 
an official at the German Post Office. 
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